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Reservations
Please email OCACS@sbcglobal.net ASAP but no later than 12 noon on Tuesday,
March 19, 2019. Indicate if you will be attending the dinner and program or the
program only, and list the names of all attendees. Dinner cost is $30 for members
and members’ significant others; $35 for non-members or those without
reservations. Pay in cash or by check at the door, or mail a check in advance to
OCACS, P.O. Box 211, Placentia CA 90871. The first five students who register
for a meeting will receive a $10 discount on their dinner.
There is no charge for attending the program only. However, voluntary donations
will be accepted to help defray meeting costs.
Note: OCACS pays the hotel on the basis of the number of dinner reservations
made. Your RSVP for dinner is a commitment to pay for dinner. Space may be
limited.

Directions
Take the Costa Mesa Freeway (55), exit at MacArthur Blvd. and go west (towards
South Coast Plaza). Turn left on to MacArthur Place. The DoubleTree Club Hotel is
straight ahead on the left. (Do not turn right at MacArthur Place to the DoubleTree
Hotel, which is easily mistaken for the DoubleTree Club Hotel.) Park in front of the
hotel, or follow the signs. If the parking lot is full, ask the valet staff where to park.
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Most
electrochemical
technologies that operate under ambient
conditions require ion-conducting polymer
electrolytes. These polymers are passive in
+
–
that electric bias drives ion migration in
the thermodynamically favored direction.
Recently, my group engineered two
important features into passive ionselective polymers to introduce the active
function of photovoltaic action and Figure 1. Proposed general structure and overall
demonstration of an ionic solar cell. These sensitization process for a photoacid-dye-modified bipolar
features were covalent bonding of membrane.
photoacid dyes to the polymers such that absorption of visible light resulted in liberation of protons,
and synthesis of polymer membranes with charge-selective contacts to facilitate separation and
collection of H+ and OH–. Light excitation from either side of the polymer membranes resulted in H+
dissociation followed by directional charge collection. The charge collection direction was dictated by
the electrostatic asymmetry in the polymers, which was formed due to an external pH difference setup
across the membrane.
Joining a monopolar cation-selective polymer to a
monopolar anion-selective polymer forms a bipolar
membrane, which mimics a rectifying semiconductor
pn-junction diode in form and function (Figure 1), and
H+ OH–
H+ OH–
is able to maintain pH differences across it. Using a
photoacid-dye-modified
bipolar
membrane,
we
4H+
O2,4H+
measured a photovoltage of ~120 mV under conditions
of solar-simulated excitation. In addition to more
2H2O
2H2
traditional electrochemical techniques, insights into
NaCl(aq)
materials function were obtained using finite-element
numerical modeling of photoacid kinetics and
Figure 2. Proposed applications for photoacidmembrane physics; beam-line x-ray scattering
dye-modified bipolar membranes of light-driven
measurements; electrochemical impedance, solid-state
redox chemistry and desalination of salt water.
NMR,
and
pulsed-laser
spectroscopies;
and
fluorescence, electron, and force microscopies.
Collectively, these photo-responsive polymers represent a new class of functional materials that use
light to trigger changes in local ion concentration and electrostatic potential. These local changes can
be used to affect macroscopic processes such as direct sunlight-driven redox chemistry or desalination
of salt water (Figure 2), chemical catalysis, and triggering of cellular processes.
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